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Foldable tripod 50 RA1435 STTZN - Tripod for lightning
protection DBS KB D40 #105201

Dehn
DBS KB D40 #105201
105201
4013364095915 EAN/GTIN

30797,99 INR excl. VAT**
plus shipping bulky item

 16-17 days* (IND)

Tripod, foldable 50 RA1435 STTZN DBS KB D40 105201 Version tripod, mounting air-termination rod without screws, material steel, surface hot-dip galvanized, diameter
2870mm, weight 17.23kg, tripod for freely erecting DEHNiso-Combi support tubes (D50 length 3200 mm). For erecting with concrete bases using wedge technology, without
additional attachment to construction elements. With adaptation to the roof pitch up to max. 10°. Foldable version, especially for the internally routed HVI Conductor in the
support tube. In order to comply with the bending radius of the HVI Conductor at the bottom of the tripod, two concrete bases are positioned below the leg and one above.
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* Note on delivery time: Day = Monday to Friday, no public holiday in Bavaria or Saxony. Goods are also delivered on Saturdays (DHL).
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